FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Game Changer Wearable Tech for Basketball Now Available for Purchase
ShotTracker, a device that analyzes and measures shooting skills, is now shipping and filling
orders
Overland Park, KS—November 19, 2014—ShotTracker, a wearable technology for basketball
that automatically tracks shot attempts, makes and misses, announced its availability for purchase
today. ShotTracker is comprised of three pieces, a net sensor, a wrist sensor, which slides into a
wristband or compression sleeve, and an app that work together creating a personal shooting
profile for each user. These sensors help players and coaches track and analyze a player’s game in
real time, as well as give them the tools to improve and compete at the highest level.
“ShotTracker is a solution that we’ve worked very hard to make a useful device for coaches and
individual athletes to use. From my experience in basketball, you can’t improve what you don’t
measure, and that’s really the purpose of ShotTracker,” said Davyeon Ross, Co-Founder and COO
of ShotTracker. “This device is going to change the way athletes train by letting them see what
they need to work on in real time.”
Every order will include a net sensor, which is weatherproof and easily attaches to any hoop, and
a feather-light imperceptible wristband or compression sleeve sensor (.397 oz.). It will monitor
each player’s shooting motion, while ignoring all other spurious movements like dribbling,
passing, catching, shot blocks, and pump fakes. These two small sensors communicate the shot
attempt and shot results immediately to the app.
ShotTracker’s user-specific software and technology allows players and coaches to track stats,
goals and workouts easily with the app. It provides users with competitive shooting challenges,
shot locations and statistical charts that graph their improvement. The app works with both iOS
and Android enabled mobile devices and tablets.
ShotTracker will be available for purchase on November 19, 2014 at ShotTracker and these select
retailers soon to be announced.
About ShotTracker: ShotTracker was co-founded in Overland Park, Kansas by basketball and
technology experts Davyeon Ross and Bruce Ianni. ShotTracker is an affordable, wearable tech
for basketball players who want to improve their shooting. For more information,
visit www.shottracker.com.
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